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Abstract

We can isolate some issues, which should not be unresolved for a longer period of time.
Disputes over well-defined waste management options fall in this category. The concept of
retrievability has a possibility to invoke a series of questions in the minds of both specialists
and non-specialists. It is intrinsically vague, in that it may refer to different phases in the
repository's life, and to both open and closed repositories in the long time frame.
Requirements for retrievability opens a series of issues, including open-ended philosophical
question, which may give the impressions that things are not properly taken care of, since the
experts differ in opinion. If such disputes cannot be resolved by consulting the existing legal
framework, efforts should be made to put them to trial in the proper forum, i.e. parliament and
national or local government or authorities, depending on the problem. In contrast, the value
of institutional controls can easily be seen as an ethical value,, whether included in the
regulation of not. It has the potential to deter human intrusion and to allow remedial action by
carrying information about a repository.

1. ETHICS AND LEGISLATION

The following work is a follow up of an article presented at a meeting in Stockholm 24-26
October 1998, arranged by the Swedish National Council for Nuclear Waste, KASAM
(Retrievability, Ethics and Democracy, by Mikael Jensen and Magnus Westerlind). The scope
has been expanded to address high level waste programs internationally, with some Swedish
examples. Nuclear waste management gives rise to a multitude of concerns and positions,
including ethical ones. In this paper some scenarios are presented which all involve ethical
elements, in order to stimulate their discussion.

2. THE PURPOSE OF A REPOSITORY

The need of the repository's function must be clearly spelt out throughout the process from
governmental bodies and the operators alike. In general, the purpose of a repository should be
linked not only to safety but also to security and to protection from accidental and malicious
intervention. However, It is crucial that a framework is in place to judge the way forward if a
hypothetical conflicts is encountered. A site suited to thwart the threat of intrusion may not be
best for the undisturbed safety case. In explaining issues such as safety and radiation
protection to the public and decision-makers it must be made clear that these are indeed the
goals of the work in the programme. In Swedish regulation, it is foreseen that changes could
be made to a repository design related to availability or unapproachability - inaccessibility.
However, the regulations point out these changes must be described separately, in order to
ensure that they don't change the undisturbed safety so that that it falls below acceptable
limits. The main goal is therefore structural safety, providing the individual's radiation safety.
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3. INSTITUTIONAL CONTROLS IMPROVE SAFETY AND RETRIEVABILITY

Institutional controls constitute obvious and practical measures for safety, retrievability and
remedial actions. It is generally recognised that active (e.g. government ownership of the site)
and passive (archives and markers) institutional controls may significantly enhance post-
closure safety, at least for a certain period of time after closure, and their contribution to safety
should not be disregarded. Institutional controls are valuable for deterring intrusion and they
allow for both retrieval and remedial action in the future by containing information of the
repository's history, location, design and content. Although the permanence of the controls
cannot be assessed easily, their value is evident. It is therefore an ethical value to include
some post-closure measures in waste management programs.

The Archive

The reporting process pursuing the Waste Convention [1] will build up information on waste
management within the IAEA. This can be seen as a first step towards an international waste
archive. A sketch of a possible design of such an archive can be seen in [2].

4. THE ETHICS OF RETRIEVABILITY ETHICS

Why bother with ethics in the first place? The question is not an expression of arrogance, but
arises from the fact that the laws and ordinances have been decided and confirmed through a
legal process. This is particularly true in a highly regulated area such as nuclear power
production. In the field of radioactive waste, there is no doubt that the fundamental issues
have been thoroughly debated both in public and parliament. The margin for unethical
scheming is therefore strongly circumscribed by laws and regulations. This kind of ethical
debate is therefore a question of who takes credit for a good choice, the operator who took it
or the regulator who would have stopped the bad choice in any case.

4.1. A Selection of Ethical Issues

In the list below some additional scenarios are presented which all involve ethical elements, in
order to stimulate their discussion. The list of scenarios is not intended to be complete, but the
intention is to include examples of both probable and more speculative issues. Looking at the
list, we may find some which should be given a legal or regulatory expression, as well as
others with which we simply have to learn to live within a democratic society. Some issues
invoking ethical considerations are:
- Credit. Who will take credit for a good choice when bad choices are ruled out by

legislation?
- Ethics in contradiction to regulation. Unfair laws or regulations - this view amounts

essentially to defining a new political standpoint.
Opening up new alternatives. Identifying new, unregulated issues.

- Society's resources. Cost-effective considerations.
- Adding a perspective. Putting existing regulations into ethical perspective - adding a new

dimension rather than suggesting immediate change.

4.2. Unjust Laws or Regulations
Many debacles in society, in- or outside the political channels, certainly stems from the
question of the ethics of laws and regulations. Much of the concern expressed by
environmental groups, for examples, takes existing formal requirements as a point of
departure, such as laws and regulations regarding the consultation process.
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4.3. New Ideas
In the process of site selection or in the review of research and development, new and
unforeseen issues may raise which require legislative initiatives. The basis for such initiatives
may have an ethical dimension. Such a scenario is natural part of the democratic process.

4.4. Society's resources

Another line of reasoning should be mentioned, i.e. the unbalance in the societal resources
allocated for protection from radiation of artificial and natural origin. It was noted in Sweden,
after the Chernobyl accident, that the resources actually used on counter-measures - about
hundred million USD - saved (using ICRP's estimates) in the order of 1 or a few cases of fatal
cancer, whereas the same amounts of resources would have saved 10 in radiodiagnostics, 100
if used to reduce radon in dwellings, and 1000 cases of fatal cancers if used to advice against
excessive sun-bathing. In this case, however, there is a clear commitment from society and
there is no doubt that the cost of Chernobyl was in full agreement with a political wish since a
large amount of the resources was allocated by a specific decision by parliament.

4.5. Adding a dimension

Ethical reflection does not necessarily have to harbour an urge to change. The reflection may
add a dimension to what have already been discussed, and put a process into a new
perspective by adding a new dimension. The fact that such thinking may have no immediate
consequences does not imply that it is meaningless.

4.6. Close the Open-ended questions!

Issues like human intrusion, safeguards and ethics consideration such as those made by
societies in the distant future must not be brought up on the same level as safety issues.
Otherwise the inability to cover all possible scenarios in the distant future could be an
indication that things are not under proper controls. It is important that, if a new problem is
seen in the process, the need for amendment of laws or regulation is addressed. Open-ended
questions may give the impression that the experts cannot agree, and it is valuable that the
priorities are understood, have been decided and the can be explained unambiguously by the
implementer and government institutions alike.
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